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Eye candy is the only description for the curtain display that effectively conveys the image of
perfection. The curtains consisted of various types of fabrics and window hanging devices but their
perfect appearance was down to the fact that they were all made to measure curtains. The twelve
sets of curtains were collectively a model of perfection reflecting all the attributes of beautiful fabrics
employed in the fabrication of made to measure curtains. There were plain coloured fabrics without
patterns, heavy textured styles, light brightly coloured fabrics, patterned cotton prints and voile.

They all looked immaculate, some hanging loosely perpendicular while others were tied back with
exquisitely formed tie backs. You could see from a glance that a variety of styles had been
manufactured for the display to reflect the different types of window and rooms they represented.
For example a neat set of floral cotton prints of window sill length clearly stated that they were made
to measure curtains for a kitchen or bathroom window. They were fitted with bronze eyelets and
hung on a beautiful white wooden pole â€“ not garish or overstated but perfect in dimensions and
appearance for the kitchen window above the sink and worktop.

A beautifully manufactured set of bathroom curtains in white voile with a gold thread here and there
was artistically installed on the display wall and were obviously made to measure curtains. They
created a sense of freshness and cleanliness without looking too clinical â€“ a perfect match for a
bathroom window in any home. These curtains reflected a warm glow with the gold thread adding a
rich addition to a plain background exuding sophistication in appearance yet functional as a window
cover accessory. This eclectic collection of made to measure curtains certainly instilled a feeling of
total confidence in the consumer. At a glance it was obvious that these curtains were fit for purpose
and stylish with it. The overriding feeling was a positive reaction to the display as a whole. There
was a homely warmth irradiated by the curtains and there was no doubt that any of these made to
measure curtains would add value to any home, creating a welcoming warm ambience and
enriching the room dÃ©cor.

The most elaborate set of curtains on display had a matching pelmet housing. They were ceiling to
floor length and exuded exoticism and opulence. The fabric was a heavy weave in burgundy with a
gold fleur de lis pattern running throughout. They hung majestically perpendicular from a regal
curtain pole in cream with gold finials. The image was reminiscent of a window in a stately home
adorned with perfectly manufactured made to measure curtains that appeared to be there for ever.
The curtains required no other embellishments and their striking appearance reinforced the notion
that they could furnish any living room in any house with style and aplomb. The clear message
emanating from the curtain display reinforced the accepted view that the only curtains to buy are
made to measure curtains.
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FC curtain specializes in offering branded a made to measure curtains. We also supply the best a
roman blinds in different ranges online.
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